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Abstract

Recent evidence suggests that experienced events are often mapped to too many episodic states,

including those that are logically or experimentally incompatible with one another. For example, epi-

sodic over-distribution patterns show that the probability of accepting an item under different mutually

exclusive conditions violates the disjunction rule. A related example, called subadditivity, occurs when

the probability of accepting an item under mutually exclusive and exhaustive instruction conditions

sums to a number >1. Both the over-distribution effect and subadditivity have been widely observed in
item and source-memory paradigms. These phenomena are difficult to explain using standard memory

frameworks, such as signal-detection theory. A dual-trace model called the over-distribution (OD)

model (Brainerd & Reyna, 2008) can explain the episodic over-distribution effect, but not subadditiv-

ity. Our goal is to develop a model that can explain both effects. In this paper, we propose the General-

ized Quantum Episodic Memory (GQEM) model, which extends the Quantum Episodic Memory

(QEM) model developed by Brainerd, Wang, and Reyna (2013). We test GQEM by comparing it to the

OD model using data from a novel item-memory experiment and a previously published source-mem-

ory experiment (Kellen, Singmann, & Klauer, 2014) examining the over-distribution effect. Using the

best-fit parameters from the over-distribution experiments, we conclude by showing that the GQEM

model can also account for subadditivity. Overall these results add to a growing body of evidence sug-

gesting that quantum probability theory is a valuable tool in modeling recognition memory.

Keywords: Recognition memory; Over-distribution; Quantum probability theory; Hierarchical

Bayesian methods

1. Introduction

An important question in memory research is how retrieval context affects memory

performance. For example, consider an eyewitness looking at photographs of possible
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perpetrators of a crime. Further, suppose it is known that there is only a single perpetrator

of this particular crime. For each photograph, the witness is asked, “Did you see the per-

son in the photo?” For simplicity, consider the case where there are only two photos (sus-

pects Joe and Tom). The witness first answers the question “Did you see Joe?” and then

answers the question “Did you see Tom?” Now consider a slightly different version of

the same problem. In this situation, the witness is asked if he or she saw either Joe OR

Tom. We might expect that the probability of saying “yes” to Joe and “yes” to Tom in

the first scenario, denoted pr(Joe) + pr(Tom), is equal to the probability of saying “yes”

to Joe OR Tom in the second scenario, denoted by pr(Joe or Tom). That is, we might

think that the probabilities should follow the OR rule: pr(A) + pr(B) = pr(A or B) when

A and B are mutually exclusive (in our example, since there is only one perpetrator of

the crime, the witness either saw Joe or Tom, but not both). However, there is extensive

evidence (over 100 studies reviewed by Brainerd & Reyna, 2008) suggesting that people

often violate the OR rule, and demonstrate an episodic over-distribution effect. This effect
refers to the phenomenon where the probability of accepting a series of items (e.g., seeing

Joe, then seeing Tom) when asked about them separately sums to a value greater than the

probability of accepting the same items when asked about them in combination (e.g., pr

(Joe) + pr(Tom) > pr(Joe or Tom)). The episodic over-distribution effect (or simply over-

distribution effect for short) is a striking example of how retrieval context (i.e., the way

the questions are asked) can influence memory performance.

Related to the over-distribution effect is the phenomenon of subadditivity. Consider a

recognition memory experiment with mutually exclusive and exhaustive instruction condi-

tions. For example, participants might learn words from two different lists, A and B,

where an item can only appear on one of the lists, but not both. During test, participants

might be asked to respond to items from list A, items from list B, or new (N) items.

Since the instructions are mutually exclusive (an item can only appear on list A or B, but

not both) and exhaustive (an item either appears on list A, list B, or is new), we might

expect recognition memory to be additive. That is, the probability of accepting a specific

type of item (e.g., old items from list A) under each instruction condition will sum to 1

(i.e., conditionA + conditionB + conditionN = 1). However, Brainerd, Wang, Reyna, and

Nakamura (2015) recently showed systematic subadditivity1 in such situations (i.e., condi-

tionA + conditionB + conditionN > 1). Similar to the over-distribution effect, subadditiv-

ity illustrates how memory performance can depend upon retrieval context. In this case,

participants are asked to evaluate an item’s category membership (list A, list B, or new)

in separate questions. By asking participants about each category separately, memory

errors are compounded, leading to subadditivity.

An important problem for researchers is developing theories and models to explain

these puzzling phenomena. Standard memory frameworks, such as signal-detection theory

(SDT), have difficulty explaining the over-distribution and subadditivity effects without

building in extra assumptions, such as shifting criteria between conditions and item types.

One model that has been successful in explaining the over-distribution effect is a dual

process model called the overdistribution (OD) model (Brainerd & Reyna, 2008; Brain-

erd, Reyna, & Mojardin, 1999; Brainerd, Wright, Reyna, & Mojardin, 2001). The OD
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model is based on the idea that individuals store two types of episodic traces, termed ver-

batim and gist, in parallel during the study phrase of a memory task. At test, responses

depend on which trace is retrieved (or possibly both). This dual-trace idea is supported

by research in both false memory (Brainerd & Reyna, 1998, 2002; Brainerd, Reyna, &

Poole, 2000; Reyna & Brainerd, 1998) and neuroscience (Dennis, Bowman, & Vandekar,

2012; Reyna, Chapman, Doughert, & Confrey, 2012). However, the OD model is silent

when it comes to subadditivity. The model has no mechanism for determining acceptance

probabilities when participants are instructed to respond to new items. This has led

researchers to pursue alternative models of these effects such as those based on quantum

probability theory (Brainerd et al., 2013; Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012; Busemeyer & True-

blood, 2010). Quantum probability theory follows a different set of rules than classical

probability theory. In particular, quantum models do not have to obey the OR rule or

additivity. This makes them ideal for modeling the over-distribution and subadditivity

effects.

Cognitive models based on quantum probability theory are computational-level models,

focusing on the principles and representations guiding human behavior (cf. Griffiths, Cha-

ter, Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2010). Quantum cognition models use the abstract

mathematical formalism of quantum probability theory without attaching the physical

meaning associated with quantum physics. Quantum probability models also do not make

assumptions about biological substrates. There has been a wide range of applications of

quantum probability theory in cognitive science, including decision making (Busemeyer,

Pothos, Franco, & Trueblood, 2011; Pothos & Busemeyer, 2009; Trueblood & Buse-

meyer, 2011; Wang & Busemeyer, 2013), perception (Atmanspacher & Filk, 2013;

Atmanspacher, Filk, & Romer, 2004; Conte et al., 2009), categorization (Busemeyer,

Wang, & Lambert-Mogiliansky, 2009), similarity (Pothos, Busemeyer, & Trueblood,

2013; Pothos & Trueblood, 2015), and causal reasoning (Trueblood & Busemeyer, 2012).

The difference between classical and quantum models is often phrased in terms of the

way different events are represented by an individual, either as compatible or incompati-
ble. Compatible events are ones that may be assigned a simultaneous truth value. Thus, if

event X and event Y are compatible, their conjunction X∧Y is well defined. In contrast,

incompatible ones are those for which X∧Y is undefined. Thus, although the probabilities

pr(X) and pr(Y) exist, the joint pr(X∧Y) may not. Typically one can define a modified

version of conjunction with an explicit ordering, for example, X∧Y is taken to mean X

and then Y for incompatible variables. This implies that pr(X∧Y) 6¼ pr(Y∧X). Psycholog-
ically, this means that the order in which events are processed critically affects behavior

(thinking about one thing first influences how you think about the next thing), similar to

priming effects. Compatible events are equivalent to events in classical probability theory,

whereas incompatible events are unique to quantum probability theory.

In the present paper, we propose a new model called the Generalized Quantum Episo-

dic Memory (GQEM) model to explain the over-distribution and subadditivity effects.

Our model builds upon a previous quantum model developed by Brainerd et al. (2013)

called the Quantum Episodic Memory (QEM) model. While, the QEM model can account

for both phenomena of interest, it also generates predictions that are clearly violated in
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experimental data, which we will describe in detail in the section “Predictions of QEM.”

The difference between the GQEM model and the QEM model relates to assumptions

about compatibility (which we describe in detail in later sections).

We test GQEM by comparing it to the OD model, using data from a novel item-mem-

ory experiment and a previously published source-memory experiment (Kellen et al.,

2014) examining the over-distribution effect. Using the best-fit parameters from the over-

distribution experiments, we also show that the GQEM model can account for subadditiv-

ity, which cannot be explained by the OD model. The GQEM model explains the over-

distribution effect through the sequential processing of features. In the General Discussion

section, we outline some possible future tests of this prediction.

2. The episodic over-distribution effect

The over-distribution effect is an illustration of how memories for episodic states are

an emergent property of retrieval context (i.e., testing). That is, changing (seemingly irrel-

evant) details about how a question is asked can influence the memories that people

report, thus revealing how episodic memory is influenced by false memories. For exam-

ple, consider the eyewitness scenario from the introduction. Asking the witness to remem-

ber seeing Joe or Tom in two separate questions leads to different results than asking the

disjunction question, Joe OR Tom. In this case, false memories result in over reporting in

the separate question condition leading to pr(Joe) + pr(Tom) > pr(Joe or Tom). The over-

distribution effect suggests that experienced events are mapped to too many episodic

states, including those that are logically (item-memory experiments) or experimentally

(source-memory experiments) incompatible with one another.

In this paper, we examine two version of the over-distribution effect—an item-memory

version (Brainerd et al., 1999) and a source-memory version (Brainerd, Reyna, Holliday,

& Nakamura, 2012). We include both item-memory and source-memory over-distribution

experiments in order to examine the generalizability of the GQEM model from one para-

digm to another. In the item-memory version, participants are given a single list of items

to study, and during the test phase, they are presented with three types of items—old (O),

related new (R), and unrelated new (U). Participants are also assigned to one of three

between-subjects instruction conditions—verbatim (V), gist (G), or verbatim + gist (VG).

In the verbatim condition, participants are instructed to only accept old items. In the gist

condition, participants are instructed to only accept related new items. In the verba-

tim + gist condition, participants are instructed to accept both old items and related new

items. An acceptance rate is calculated for each instruction condition and item type. This

is the number of times a participant says “yes” to an item of a specific type divided by

the total number of instances of that item type under a particular set of instructions.

For example, pr(OV) is the number of times a participant said “yes” to old items divided by

the total number of old items shown in the verbatim task. Logically, old and new items (either

related or not) are mutually exclusive so we should have pr(OV) + pr(OG) = pr(OVG) and

similarly for related and unrelated new items. Because this is a between-subjects test of
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the effect, one might expect that the probabilities in the verbatim and gist conditions

will not add exactly to the probability in the combined verbatim + gist condition. How-

ever, previous data have shown a systematic bias toward the over-distribution effect

that represents a clear trend in the data (i.e., not simply between-subject noise). In par-

ticular, Brainerd and Reyna (2008) found that 90% of 116 studies showed an over-dis-

tribution effect for old items and 90% of 165 studies showed an over-distribution effect

for related new items. That is, pr(OV) + pr(OG) > pr(OVG) and pr(RV) + pr(RG) > pr

(RVG). There is also evidence of over-distribution for unrelated new items (Brainerd

et al., 1999).

In the source-memory version, different types of items are mutually exclusive for empiri-

cal reasons. In the simplest scenario, there are two different lists (or sources) of items. These

lists are mutually exclusive so that an item only appears on a single list. Further, different

lists contain different physical features (e.g., different fonts and word colors). During the

test phrase, participants are presented with old items from each of the lists and unrelated

new items that are both semantically and physically different from the studied items. For the

case with two different lists, participants are asked to respond to items under three within-

subjects instruction conditions: (1) accept old items from List 1 (O1) and reject old items

from List 2 (O2) and unrelated new items (U), (2) accept O2 and reject O1 and U, and (3)

accept O1 and O2 and reject U. For each instruction condition and item type, an acceptance

rate is calculated. For example, pr(O1L1) is the number of times a participant said “yes” to

old items from List 1 divided by the total number of old items from List 1 shown in the first

condition (L1). The probability of accepting O1 under the first set of instructions, pr(O1L1),

plus the probability of accepting O1 under the second set of instructions (L2), pr(O1L2),

should equal the probability of accepting O1 under the third set of instructions (L12),

denoted pr(O1L12). That is, pr(O1L1) + pr(O1L2) = pr(O1L12) because Lists 1 and 2 are

mutually exclusive. Brainerd et al. (2012) developed a source-memory experiment involv-

ing three lists of items and found that the probability of accepting old items in the individual

conditions summed to a value greater than the probability of accepting the items under the

disjunction condition, for example pr(O1L1) + pr(O1L2) + pr(O1L3) > pr(O1L123).

Recently, Kellen et al. (2014) found similar results in tasks involving two and three lists of

items.

Standard memory frameworks have difficulty explaining the over-distribution effect.

For example, in SDT, one might assume that there are three distributions of memory

strength in the item-memory task with U < R < O and the effect of the instructions is to

alter the placement of a criterion. In this model, the probability that an item (e.g., old) is

accepted is equal to the integral of the corresponding distribution (e.g., old distribution)

from the criterion to infinity. For old items, a typical ordering of response probabilities is

pr(OG) < pr(OV) < pr(OVG) (see, for example, Table 1). This implies that the criterion

for the gist condition G is higher than the criterion for the verbatim condition V, which is

higher than the criterion for the gist + verbatim condition VG. Now, consider related new

items. A typical ordering of response probabilities is pr(RV) < pr(RG) < pr(RVG) (see

Table 1). In order to achieve this ordering of responses, we need a different ordering of

criteria. Specifically, the criterion for the verbatim condition V must be higher than the
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criterion for the gist condition G, which must be higher than the criterion for the

gist + verbatim condition VG. In other words, we need a new set of three criteria for

related new items. The same argument holds for unrelated new items as well. Thus, we

need nine different criteria in order to model the data and this does not leave any degrees

of freedom for testing the model. Further, without a theory about why criteria should shift

for changes in both instructions and item type, the model is arguably ad hoc. Models based

on quantum probability theory offer an alternative framework for explaining the effect.

3. Subadditivity

Similar to the over-distribution effect, subadditivity is an illustration of how retrieval

context influences memory. By asking people to evaluate an item’s category membership

in separate mutually exclusive and exhaustive questions, one is able to reveal how false

memories are compounded, resulting in the probabilities adding to a number >1. Like the

over-distribution effect, subadditivity shows how experienced events are mapped to too

many episodic states, including those that are incompatible with one another. The term

“subadditivity” comes from the judgment and decision-making literature and refers to the

phenomenon where the sum of the probability of individual events is greater than the

probability of the combined event. A famous example of subadditivity in judgments

comes from the work by Tversky and Koehler (1994), showing that people judge the

probability of “death resulting from natural causes” to be less than the sum of the compo-

nent events (death resulting from heart disease, cancer, or some other natural cause).

Thus, subadditivity in memory also establishes an important link between the memory

and decision-making literatures.

First, consider the item-memory task. During the test phrase, participants are presented

with three types of items—O, R, and U. Participants are also assigned to one of three

between-subjects instruction conditions—verbatim, gist, or unrelated new (N). As stated

earlier, in the verbatim condition, participants are instructed to only accept old items. In

the gist condition, participants are instructed to only accept related new items. In the

unrelated new condition, participants are instructed to only accept unrelated new items.

Thus, the three conditions are mutually exclusive and exhaustive and the probability of

accepting a specific item (e.g., O) under each instruction condition should sum to 1. That

is, pr(OV) + pr(OG) + pr(ON) = 1 and likewise for R and U. Subadditivity occurs when

the acceptance rate for items under the three instruction conditions sums to a value >1,
for example, pr(OV) + pr(OG) + pr(ON) > 1.

Table 1

Means and standard deviations by instruction and item type for the natural scenes item-memory experiment

Item Verbatim (V) Gist (G) Verbatim + Gist (VG)

Old (O) 0.64 (0.12) 0.47 (0.14) 0.81 (0.16)

Related new (R) 0.29 (0.12) 0.58 (0.17) 0.61 (0.25)

Unrelated new (U) 0.01 (0.02) 0.05 (0.05) 0.02 (0.03)
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Now consider the source-memory task where participants are given two different study

lists. Subadditivity is demonstrated using three mutually exclusive and exhaustive within-

subjects instruction conditions during the test phase: (a) accept O1 and reject O2 and U,

(b) accept O2 and reject O1 and U, and (c) accept U and reject O1 and O2. As stated ear-

lier, for each instruction condition and item type, an acceptance rate is calculated. The

probability of accepting old items from List 1 under the first set of instructions, pr(O1L1),

plus the probability of accepting old items from List 1 under the second set of instructions,

pr(O1L2), plus the probability of accepting old items from List 1 under the third set of

instructions (N), pr(O1N), should equal 1. That is, pr(O1L1) + pr(O1L2) + pr(O1N) = 1.

Similar results should hold for the other item types (O2 and U) as well. Subadditivity

occurs when the acceptance rate for items under the three instruction conditions sums to a

value >1, for example, pr(O1L1) + pr(O1L2) + pr(O1N) > 1. Brainerd et al. (2015)

recently showed that the acceptance rate for items in both item and source-memory tasks

consistently summed to values >1.
Brainerd et al. (2013, 2015) suggested that the over-distribution effect and subadditiv-

ity found in both the item-memory and source-memory versions might be due to the

superposition of episodic states. For example, in the source-memory version, if some

items occupy a superposition state of being remembered as presented on multiple lists,

then the conjunction will be >0 leading to subadditivity. Brainerd et al. (2013) formalized

these ideas in the QEM model. Next we provide a brief overview of quantum probability

theory and then describe the QEM model in detail.

4. Quantum probability theory

Quantum probability theory is the noncommutative analog of classical probability

where events are defined geometrically as subspaces (e.g., a line or a plane) within a vec-

tor space H.2 By using subspaces as events rather than subsets, quantum probability the-

ory entails a different logic than classical probability theory. The logic of quantum

probability theory is the logic of subspaces, which relaxes some of the assumptions of

Boolean logic. In particular, quantum probability theory does not always have to obey the

closure, commutative, and distributive properties.

Quantum probability postulates the existence of a unit length state vector |wi within

the vector space H.3 This state vector is defined as a linear combination (or superposi-
tion) of basis vectors for H where the scalar coefficients are called probability amplitudes.
Probabilities are calculated by projecting |wi onto subspaces representing events. A pro-

jection is computed using a projection matrix MS corresponding to the subspace S repre-

senting the event in question. The probability of the event is equal to the squared length

of the projection: |MS|wi|2.
A key principle of quantum probability theory is compatibility. When considering multi-

ple events, quantum theory allows for the events to either be compatible or incompatible.
Intuitively, compatibility means that events X and Y can be accessed simultaneously with-

out interfering with each other. Mathematically, if two events are compatible, then they
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commute, so that pr(X∧Y) = pr(Y∧X). Compatible events are defined using orthogonal sub-

spaces because these subspaces are exactly the ones that obey the commutative property. On

the other hand, if X and Y are incompatible, they cannot be accessed simultaneously. Psy-

chologically, processing one event can interfere with processing the other event.

Mathematically, if two events are incompatible, then they do not commute, so that

pr(X∧Y) 6¼ pr(Y∧X). Incompatible events are represented using non-orthogonal subspaces.

Compatible events are essentially the same as classical events; whereas, incompatible events

are unique to quantum probability theory. For a more detailed introduction to quantum

cognition, please see Yearsley and Busemeyer (2016).

5. The quantum episodic memory model

The GQEM model builds upon a previous quantum model developed by Brainerd et al.

(2013) called the QEM. In this section, we provide an overview of the QEM model,

describing its strengths as well as some of its limitations. The QEM model (Brainerd

et al., 2013, 2015) assumes that a person’s memory is represented by a state vector |wi
within a finite dimensional real vector space, H. Each dimension of the vector space H is

associated with a feature pattern that describes a past episode or event. The state vector

is a superposition of these feature patterns. The coordinate values of |wi assigned to

specific dimensions represent the probability amplitudes of particular features. The use of

feature vectors to represent memory is a common approach used in other memory models

such as MINERVA 2 (Hintzman, 1986, 1988), Search of Associative Memory (Raaijmak-

ers & Shiffrin, 1981), Theory of Distributed Associate Memory (Murdock, 1982),

Retrieving Efficiently from Memory (REM; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997), and the Noisy

Exemplar model (Kahana & Sekuler, 2002). Subspaces of H correspond to subsets of

feature patterns. Because the subspaces are orthogonal, features are assumed to be

compatible. Answers to different questions (such as verbatim and gist questions in the

item-memory task) correspond to projections of the memory state onto different subspaces.

At test, the QEM model assumes that a person’s memory consists of three types of feature

patterns—verbatim, gist, and other (unrelated new) features. Verbatim features correspond

to the surface-level information of studied items. Gist features correspond to the semantic

and relational content of studied items. Unrelated new features correspond to everything

other than surface and semantic/relational content of studied items. The QEM model further

assumes that these features form an orthonormal basis for the memory vector space H. Note

that this assumption of orthogonality implies that the features are compatible.

5.1. Item-memory

For the item-memory version, there are three subspaces—one verbatim subspace |Vi,
one gist subspace |Gi, and one unrelated new subspace |Ni. The subspaces form an

orthonormal basis for the three-dimensional vector space H, and the memory state for a

test item x is a superposition of these three basis vectors:
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jwxi ¼ vx; jVi þ gxjGi þ nxjNi; ð1Þ
where vx, gx, and nx are the probability amplitudes.

The three probability amplitudes are treated as parameters in the model. Note that only

two of the three probably amplitudes are actually free to vary since the squared length of

the amplitudes must sum to one. For old items, two parameters vO and gO are estimated.

For related new items, two new parameters vR and gR are estimated. For unrelated new

items, two new parameters vU and gU are estimated.

The probability of accepting an item under specific instructions is calculated through

projection of the memory state onto the relevant feature subspaces. Specifically, each sub-

space S is associated with a projector MS, which is a linear operator that maps the mem-

ory state onto the subspace S. Psychologically, the projector MS serves as a retrieval cue,

and the projection of the state vector MS|wi corresponds to the retrieved image. The prob-

ability of saying “yes” to a tested item equals the squared length of the projection of the

memory state onto the relevant subspace given by |MS|wi|2. Under verbatim instructions,

it is assumed that both verbatim and gist features can lead to a “yes” response. Thus, the

probability of saying “yes” to an old item under verbatim instructions is |MVG|wOi|2,
where MVG is the projector associated with the two-dimensional subspace formed by |Vi
and |Gi and the memory state |wOi is defined by the two parameters vO and gO. The prob-

ability of saying “yes” to an old item under gist instructions is |MG|wOi|2, where MG is

the projector associated with the gist subspace |Gi. The probability of accepting an old

item under combined instructions (i.e., verbatim + gist) is 1�|(I�MVG)|wOi|2, where MVG

is the projector associated with the two-dimensional subspace formed by |Vi and |Gi and

I is the identity matrix. With a little algebra, we see that 1�|(I � MVG)|wOi|2=
1 � |MN|wOi|2 = 1 � |nO|

2 = |vO|
2 + |gO|

2 = |MVG|wOi|2. In general, the probability of

accepting an item is |My|wxi|2, where y 2 {V, G, VG, N} and x 2 {O, R, U}. The model

has six parameters: the amplitudes vx and gx where x 2 {O, R, U}. Fig. 1 illustrates the

model for three different test items and questions.

5.2. Source memory

Consider a source-memory task with two lists (L1 and L2). For this situation, the QEM

model assumes that there are two types of verbatim features, one for each list. These two

types of verbatim features |V1i and |V2i in combination with gist |Gi and unrelated new

|Ni features form a four-dimensional orthonormal basis for H. Note that gist features are

included for the source-memory task because a person’s memory representation is thought

to include semantic and relational content of studied items. The memory state for a test

item x is a superposition of these four basis vectors:

jwxi ¼ v1;xjV1i þ v2;xjV2i þ gxjGi þ nxjNi; ð2Þ

where v1,x, v2,x, gx, and nx are the probability amplitudes associated with each basis

vector (i.e., subspace).
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As stated earlier, the four probability amplitudes are treated as parameters in the

model. Note that because the squared length of the amplitudes is required to sum to one,

only three of the four amplitudes are actually free to vary. Different parameters v1,x, v2,x,
and gx are estimated for different types of items (i.e., old items from Lists 1 and 2 as

well as new unrelated items). For example, the probability of saying “yes” to an old item

from the first list is jMV1GjwO1ij2, where MV1G is the projector associated with the two-

dimensional subspace formed by |V1i and |Gi. As in the item memory version, it is

assumed that both verbatim List 1 features and gist features can lead to a “yes” response.

In this example, the memory state |wO1i is defined by the three parameters v1,O1, v2,O1,
and gO1 as discussed above. The probabilities for old items from List 2 are calculated in

a similar manner, using the gist and relevant verbatim subspaces. The probability of

incorrectly saying “yes” to List 1 when the test item is from List 2 is given by

jMV1GjwO2ij2; where |wO2i is defined by the parameters for List 2 items, v1,O2, v2,O2, and
gO2. The probability of saying “yes” under instructions to accept old items from both

Lists 1 and 2 is given by 1� jðI�MV2GÞðI�MV1GÞjwiij2, where |wxi is defined by the

relevant parameters for x 2 {O1, O2, U}. Brainerd et al. (2013) fit the QEM model to a

source-memory task with three lists using maximum likelihood methods and found that

the model provided a reasonable account of the data; however, it was outperformed by

the OD model.

5.3. Predictions of QEM

For the item-memory version, the QEM model accounts for the over-distribution effect

by “counting” gist features twice across the separate verbatim and gist instructions.

Old and Gist Related New and VerbatimOld and Verbatim

Fig. 1. The QEM model represented in a unit sphere. The left panel shows the memory state |wO〉 projected

(dotted line) onto the subspace for verbatim features jVi. The squared length of this projection (solid black

bar) is the associated probability. The middle panel shows the same memory state projected (dotted line) onto

the subspace for gist features jGi. The squared length of this projection (solid black bar) is the probability

that an individual says “yes” to old items under gist instructions. The right panel shows the memory state |
wR〉 projected (dotted line) onto the subspace for gist features jVi. The squared length of this projection

(solid black bar) is the associated probability.
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Specifically, the probability of saying “yes” to an old item under separate verbatim and

gist instructions is |MVG|wOi|2 + |MG|wOi|2 = |vO|
2 + |gO|

2 + |gO|
2 where the first term is

the probability of saying “yes” under verbatim instructions and the second term is the

probability of saying “yes” under gist instructions. This value will always be greater than

or equal to the probability of saying “yes” to an old item under the combined verba-

tim + gist instructions given by |MVG|wOi|2 = |vO|
2 + |gO|

2, thus producing the over-

distribution effect (the same also holds for both types of new items). Without the

assumption that verbatim questions involve the retrieval of both verbatim and gist

features, the model would not be able to account for the over-distribution effect. For

example, one might suppose that verbatim questions only involve the retrieval of verba-

tim features. However, this model would predict that the sum of the individual conditions

is the same as the combined condition. In our proposed extension, the GQEM model (see

the “Generalized Quantum Episodic Memory Model” section), we show how incompati-

bility alone can give rise to the over-distribution effect.

The QEM model also makes a number of counterintuitive predictions by assuming gist

features are retrieved in the verbatim instruction condition. For example, the probability

of saying “yes” to an item under verbatim instructions is exactly equal to the probability

of saying “yes” to the same item under the combined verbatim + gist instructions in the

item-memory task. This prediction is clearly violated in experimental data. Across all of

the experiments reported in Brainerd et al. (1999), the probability of accepting an item

under the combined instructions was always greater than the probability of accepting the

same item under verbatim instructions. Specifically, the mean probability of accepting old

items under verbatim instructions was 0.7 as compared to 0.78 under combined instruc-

tions. Similarly, the mean probability of accepting related new items under verbatim

instructions was 0.32 as compared to 0.71 under combined instructions. Finally, the mean

probability of accepting unrelated new items under verbatim instructions was 0.13 as

compared to 0.32 under combined instructions. The results of our item-memory experi-

ment follow this same pattern (see Table 1).

The QEM model also predicts that the probability of accepting an item under verbatim

instructions will always be greater than or equal to the probability of accepting the

same item under gist instructions in the item-memory task. That is, |MVG|wxi|2 =
|vx|

2 + |gx|
2 ≥ |gx|

2 = |MG|wxi|2 for all items x. In particular, this inequality must hold for

related new items. Across all of the experiments reported in Brainerd et al. (1999), most

of the experiments reported in Brainerd et al. (2015), and our item-memory task (see

Table 1), the probability of accepting related new items is greater under gist instructions

than verbatim instructions, in clear violation of the model.

Finally, the QEM model predicts that the probability of saying “yes” to an item under

instructions to only respond to unrelated new items is directly related to the probability

of saying “yes” under verbatim or combined (verbatim + gist) instructions. The probabil-

ity of saying “yes” to an item x under unrelated new instructions is |MN|wxi|2 = |nx|
2

where MN is the projector for the unrelated new subspace. Because the features form an

orthonormal basis for the memory space, it must be the case that |vx|
2 + |gx|

2 + |nx|
2 = 1.

Thus, the probability of saying “yes” to an item x under unrelated new instructions is
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|MN|wxi|2 = |nx|
2 = 1 � (|vx|

2 + |gx|
2) = 1 � |MVG|wxi|2, which is simply one minus the

probability of saying “yes” to the item under verbatim or combined instructions. The

experiments in Brainerd et al. (2015) clearly violate this prediction. Specifically, the

probability of saying “yes” to an item under verbatim instructions plus the probability of

saying “yes” to the same item under unrelated new instructions was always found to be

<1.

6. The generalized quantum episodic memory model

The goal of the present paper is to develop a quantum memory model that explains the

over-distribution and subadditivity effects but does not fall prey to the issues discussed in

the preceding section. We view the proposed model as the next iteration in the quantum

memory model family. Our goal is not to develop a model that competes with QEM, but

rather to build upon the strengths of QEM in order to provide a better account of human

data. The QEM model predicts the over-distribution effect by assuming that gist features

are retrieved by verbatim questions. As discussed above, this assumption leads to a num-

ber of predictions that directly contradict empirical findings. The GQEM model over-

comes these issues by allowing features to be incompatible, as suggested by Busemeyer

and Trueblood (2010), Busemeyer and Bruza (2012), and Lambert-Mogiliansky (2014).

6.1. Item memory

To model the item-memory task, we assume that each type of feature can either be

present or absent. The presence of verbatim, gist, and unrelated new features is modeled

by the unit length (real) rays |Vi, |Gi, and |Ni, respectively, similar to the QEM model.

The absence of features is represented by the orthogonal complements of the rays, given

by jVi?, jGi?, and jNi?. Thus, each feature is represented by a two-dimensional real

subspace where one dimension represents the presence of the feature and the other

dimension represents the absence of the feature. More formally, {|Vi, jVi?} forms a basis

for the verbatim subspace, {|Gi, jGi?} forms a basis for the gist subspace, and {|Ni,
jNi?} forms a basis for the unrelated new subspace.

We also assume that the three types of features are incompatible. Psychologically, this

means that different types of features are processed serially. GQEM is a computational-

level model (Marr, 1982) rather than a process model, but it is important to consider the

cognitive mechanisms that might lead to incompatibility. One possibility is that the serial

processing of features arises from a feature-based attentional mechanism. Such mecha-

nisms are common in process models of decision making such as Decision Field Theory

(Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993).

Mathematically, incompatibility means that the verbatim, gist, and unrelated new sub-

spaces are non-orthogonal. A simple way to parameterize this model is to assume that the

memory space H is two-dimensional and that the subspaces are co-planar. In other words,

we assume that the rays |Vi, |Gi, and |Ni along with their orthogonal complements jVi?,
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jGi?, and jNi? form three different bases for the two-dimensional memory space H. Note

that, in general, H might be higher dimensional and the feature subspaces might not be

co-planar.4 For our purposes, we find that the simple two-dimensional model is more than

sufficient. As in QEM, the state vector |wi represents a person’s memory and probabilities

are calculated by projecting the state onto different subspaces.

To parameterize the model, we fix the V basis (i.e., {|Vi, jVi?}) to the standard basis

for R2 and define the G basis, N basis, and memory state |wi in relationship to it. Note

that the exact coordinates of the V basis vectors are irrelevant because only the angles

between the different bases and memory state matter. Let hG be the angle between |Vi
and |Gi. Likewise, let hN be the angle between |Vi and |Ni. Further, let hwx be the angle

between the memory state jwxi and |Vi where x 2 {O, R, U}. In total, the model has five

rotation parameters corresponding to the two bases G and N and the three types of test

items. We define five rotation matrices using these parameters:

RG ¼ cosðhGÞ � sinðhGÞ
sinðhGÞ cosðhGÞ

� �

RN ¼ cosðhNÞ � sinðhNÞ
sinðhNÞ cosðhNÞ

� �

Rwx ¼
cosðhwxÞ � sinðhwxÞ
sinðhwxÞ cosðhwxÞ

� �
ð3Þ

Fig. 2 illustrates the model for three different test items and questions.

Old and Verbatim Old and Gist Related New and Verbatim

Fig. 2. The GQEM model represented in a unit circle. Different bases for the two-dimensional space are

shown in gray. The left panel shows the memory state |wO〉 projected (dotted line) onto the subspace for ver-

batim features |V〉. The squared length of this projection (solid black bar) is the probability that an individual

says “yes” to old items under verbatim instructions. The middle panel shows the same memory state pro-

jected (dotted line) onto the subspace for gist features |G〉. The squared length of this projection (solid black

bar) is the probability that an individual says “yes” to old items under gist instructions. The right panel shows

the memory state |wR〉 projected (dotted line) onto the subspace for gist features |V〉. The squared length of

this projection (solid black bar) is the probability that an individual says “yes” to related new items under

verbatim instructions.
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As in the QEM model, each subspace S is associated with a projector MS, which is

used to calculate probabilities. For the subspaces |Vi, |Gi, and |Ni, these are MV, MG,

and MN, respectively. The probability of saying “yes” to an item x under verbatim

instructions is |MV|wxi|2. For example, in Fig. 2, the probability of saying “yes” to old

items under verbatim instructions is shown in the left diagram. The state vector |wOi is

projected onto the subspace associated with the presence of verbatim features |Vi. Mathe-

matically, this is done using the projector matrix MV. The probability is the length of the

projection squared (represented by the thick black bar in the figure). Likewise, the proba-

bility of saying “yes” to an item x under gist instructions is |MG|wxi|2 (e.g., the middle

diagram in Fig. 2 shows the probability of saying “yes” to old items under gist instruc-

tions). The probability of saying “no” to an item under verbatim instructions is

|(I � MV)|wxi|2 where the projection (I � MV) is associated with the subspace jVi?.
(Similar calculations are performed for gist and unrelated new questions.)

To derive the probability of saying “yes” to an item under the verbatim + gist instruc-

tions, we assume that people first query the gist properties of the probe and then if this

fails to produce acceptance, they query the verbatim properties. The ordering of gist

before verbatim follows naturally from the assumption that gist properties are processed

more quickly than verbatim properties (Brainerd et al., 1999). This same assumption was

made by Busemeyer and Trueblood (2010) and Busemeyer and Bruza (2012). Mathemati-

cally, we write this as

pr(VG) ¼ jMGjwxij2 þ jMVðI�MGÞjwxij2: ð4Þ

The first term is the probability of saying “yes” to the gist question and the second

term is the probability of saying “yes” to the verbatim and not the gist question. One of

the crucial assumptions of the GQEM model is that the verbatim and gist features are

incompatible. In this case, the projectors for these subspaces do not commute and the

order of projection matters so that |MV(1 � MG)|wxi|2 does not equal |(1 � MG)MV|wxi|2,
thus allowing the model to produce the over-distribution effect. Note that if the projectors

commute, then Eq. (4) simplifies to pr(VG) = |MG|wxi|2 + |MV|wxi|2 � |MVMG|wxi|2,
which is the same form as the OR rule in the classical probability model (Busemeyer &

Trueblood, 2010).

6.2. Source memory

The GQEM model accounts for the source-memory task in a similar manner as the

item-memory task. Consider a source-memory task with two lists (L1 and L2). For this

situation, the GQEM model assumes that there are two types of verbatim features, one

for each list, as well as unrelated new features. Note that we do not include gist features

here for simplicity. Because the source-memory task does not include questions about

related new items, it is not necessary to include gist features in the model. These features

could easily be added if needed in the future. Let {|V1i, jV1i?} be the basis for the
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verbatim subspace for L1, {|V2i, jV2i?} be the basis for the verbatim subspace for L2,

and {|Ni, jNi?} be the basis for the unrelated new subspace. As stated earlier, we assume

the memory space H is two dimensional and that the subspaces are co-planar.

To parameterize the model, we fix the V1 basis (i.e., {|V1i, jV1i?}) to the standard

basis for R2 and define the V2 basis, N basis, and memory state |wi in relation to it. Let

hV2 be the angle between |V1i and |V2i. Likewise, let hN be the angle between |V1i and

|Ni. Further, let hwx be the angle between the memory state |wxi and |V1i where x 2
{O1, O2, U}. In total, the model has five rotation parameters corresponding to the two

bases V2 and N and the three types of test items. We define five rotation matrices using

these parameters:

RV2 ¼
cosðhV2Þ � sinðhV2Þ
sinðhV2Þ cosðhV2Þ

� �

RN ¼ cosðhNÞ � sinðhNÞ
sinðhNÞ cosðhNÞ

� �

Rwx ¼
cosðhwxÞ � sinðhwxÞ
sinðhwxÞ cosðhwxÞ

� �
ð5Þ

The probability of saying “yes” to an item x under instructions to respond to L1 items

is |MV1|wxi|2. Likewise, the probability of saying “yes” to an item x under instructions to

respond to L2 items is |MV2|wxi|2. The probability of saying “no” to an item x under

instructions to respond to L1 items is |(I � MV1)|wxi|2 where the projection (I � MV1) is

associated with the subspace jVi?. (Similar calculations are performed for L2 and unre-

lated new questions.)

To derive the probability of saying “yes” to an item under instructions to respond to

both L1 and L2 items, we assume that people query one set of features (e.g., verbatim

features for L1) and then the other set of features (e.g., verbatim features for L2). Because

there is no reason to believe that people would prefer one ordering to another, we average

over both possible feature orderings:

prðL12Þ ¼ 1� 1
2
ðjð1�MV2Þð1�MV1Þjwxij2 þ jð1�MV1ÞðI�MV2Þjwxij2Þ: ð6Þ

The term |(1 � MV2)(1 � MV1)|wxi|2 is the probability of saying “yes” to the L1 ques-

tion and then “yes” to the L2 question. The term |(1 � MV1)(1 � M]V2)|wxi|2 reverses

the order in which the two features are considered—the L2 question is considered before

L1. Because the verbatim features for each list are incompatible, the projectors do not

commute so that |(1 � MV2)(1 � MV1)|wxi|2 does not equal |(1 � MV1)(1 � MV2)|wxi|2,
which allows the model to produce the over-distribution effect.

7. The over-distribution model

The OD model has served as a gold standard for models of the over-distribution effect.

In particular, it was shown to provide better fits to data than previously proposed
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quantum models (Brainerd et al., 2013; Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012). The OD model

assumes a dual-trace representation of episodic memory as described by fuzzy-trace the-

ory (Reyna & Brainerd, 1995). When an item is presented during the learning phase, indi-

viduals store two different memory traces in parallel—a verbatim trace and a gist trace.

The verbatim trace captures the item’s orthography and other surface features. The gist

trace captures semantic and relational content. During the test phase, an item triggers the

retrieval of the two traces. Retrieval of the verbatim trace corresponds to recollection

because this trace stores realistic surface features. The gist trace stores relational rather

than surface features, and the retrieval of this trace corresponds to familiarity. The proba-

bility of accepting an item is determined by the probability of retrieving the two different

types of traces. The model accounts for the over-distribution effect in item memory by

assuming “yes” responses to verbatim questions occur when one of three things happens:

(a) the verbatim trace is retrieved, (b) the gist trace is retrieved, or (c) neither trace is

retrieved but people respond “yes” because of a response bias. This is the exact same

assumption made for the verbatim + gist condition. The only difference between the ver-

batim and verbatim + gist conditions is the response bias, which is a free parameter.

Thus, by design, verbatim = verbatim + gist, up to the response bias. This means the

model will almost always produce the over-distribution effect unless the response bias

parameters are set to extreme values.

7.1. Item memory

The OD model is a Markov model with different types of memory states. There have

been a few different variations of the model and we focus on a recent version discussed

in Brainerd et al. (2001) and Brainerd and Reyna (2008). First, we describe the model in

reference to the item memory task. For old items, the model postulates three states. An

individual can enter a recollection state V with probability wOV if the verbatim trace is

retrieved. The individual could instead retrieve the gist trace and enter into a familiar

state G with probability wOG. Lastly, the person could enter an unknown state where he

or she does not recall the item and it is not familiar.

According to the OD model, the probability of saying “yes” to old items under verba-

tim instructions is

pr(OV) ¼ wOV þ ð1� wOVÞwOG þ ð1� wOVÞð1� wOGÞBV ð7Þ

where the first term is the probability of correctly retrieving the verbatim trace. The sec-

ond term is the probability of failing to retrieve the verbatim trace, but successfully

retrieving the gist trace. The last term is the probability of failing to retrieve both traces

multiplied by a response bias BV. This bias captures the probability of saying “yes” in

the absence of recollection or familiarity and is set to the probability of acceptance for

unrelated new items, BV = pr(UV). For old items under gist instructions, the probability

of acceptance is
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pr(OG) ¼ ð1� wOVÞwOG þ ð1� wOVÞð1� wOGÞBG ð8Þ
where the first term is the probability of failing to retrieve the verbatim trace, but suc-

cessfully retrieving the gist trace. The second term is the probability of saying “yes” in

the absence of recollection and familiarity. The response bias is set to BG = pr(UG).

Under verbatim + gist instructions, the probability of acceptance is

pr(OVG) ¼ wOV þ ð1� wOVÞwOG þ ð1� wOVÞð1� wOGÞBVG ð9Þ

This is identical to the probability of accepting old items under verbatim instructions

given in Eq. 7 except with a different response bias BVG = pr(UVG).

For related new items, the model postulates four states. An individual can enter a rec-

ollection state V with probability wRV if the verbatim trace of related old items is

retrieved. For example, suppose the related new item is a bar stool and the studied item

was a dining chair. One might recall verbatim features of the dining chair that led to a

“yes” response for bar stool. It is also possible for the individual to enter a phantom rec-

ollection state P with probability wRP. This is an illusory mental state where individuals

believe they saw the item as part of the study materials. The individual could also enter a

familiar state G where the item provokes a similarity response with probability wRG.

Lastly, the person could enter an unknown state where he or she does not recall the item

and it is not familiar.

The probability of saying “yes” to related new items under verbatim instructions is

pr(RV) ¼ ð1� wRVÞwRP þ ð1� wRVÞð1� wRPÞwRG þ ð1� wRVÞð1� wRPÞð1� wRGÞBV

ð10Þ

where the first term is the probability of a phantom recollection rather than the recollec-

tion of related old items. The second term is the probability of the item invoking famil-

iarity rather than recollection. The last term is the probability of saying “yes” in the

absence of recollection and familiarity. For related new items under gist instructions, the

probability of acceptance is

pr(RG) ¼ wRV þ ð1� wRVÞð1� wRPÞwRG þ ð1� wRVÞð1� wRPÞð1� wRGÞBG ð11Þ

where the first term is the probability of recalling the verbatim trace of related old items.

The second term is the probability of the item invoking familiarity rather than recollec-

tion. The last term is the probability of saying “yes” in the absence of recollection and

familiarity. Under verbatim + gist instructions, the probability of acceptance is

pr(RVG) ¼ wRV þ ð1� wRVÞwRP þ ð1� wRVÞð1� wRPÞwRG

þ ð1� wRVÞð1� wRPÞð1� wRGÞBVG

ð12Þ
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where the first two terms are related to the probability of the item invoking recollection.

The third term is the probability of the item invoking familiarity rather than recollection.

The last term is the probability of saying “yes” in the absence of recollection and famil-

iarity. For all three calculations, the bias parameters are the same as before.

7.2. Source memory

Mathematically, the OD model is very similar for item and source-memory tasks

(Brainerd et al., 2013). The main difference between the two tasks relates to the meaning

of the parameters. According to the OD model, the probability of saying “yes” to O1

items under L1 instructions is

prðO1L1Þ¼wO1Vþð1�wO1VÞð1�wO1PÞwO1Gþð1�wO1VÞð1�wO1PÞð1�wO1GÞBL1 ð13Þ

where the first term is the probability of correctly retrieving contextual details of List 1.

The second term is the probability of the item invoking familiarity rather than recollec-

tion of contextual details. The last term is the probability of saying “yes” in the absence

of recollection and familiarity where BL1 = pr(UL1). For O1 items under L2 instructions,

the probability of acceptance is

prðO1L2Þ ¼ ð1� wO1VÞwO1P þ ð1� wO1VÞð1� wO1PÞwO1G

þ ð1� wO1VÞð1� wO1PÞð1� wO1GÞBL2

ð14Þ

where the first term is the probability of a phantom recollection of List 2 details rather

than the recollection of List 1 details. The second term is the probability of the item

invoking familiarity rather than recollection. The last term is the probability of saying

“yes” in the absence of recollection and familiarity, where BL2 = pr(UL2). For O1 items

under L12 instructions, the probability of acceptance is

prðO1L12Þ ¼wO1V þ ð1� wO1VÞwO1P þ ð1� wO1VÞð1� wO1PÞwO1G

þ ð1� wO1VÞð1� wO1PÞð1� wO1GÞBL12

ð15Þ

where the first two terms are related to the probability of the item invoking recollection

(either from List 1 or from List 2). The third term is the probability of the item invoking

familiarity rather than recollection. The last term is the probability of saying “yes” in the

absence of recollection and familiarity, where BL12 = pr(UL12). Similar calculations are

performed for O2 items.

8. Natural scenes item-memory experiment

We developed a new experiment testing the episodic over-distribution effect in item

memory using natural scenes. Brainerd and Reyna (2008) reviewed a number of studies
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demonstrating the episodic over-distribution effect which covered a variety of stimulus

materials, including random word lists, semantically related word lists, eyewitness tasks,

sentences, and narratives. The goal of our task was to extend the evaluation of the episo-

dic over-distribution effect to familiar naturalistic settings; specifically natural scenes for

which people have strong schemas for the objects that make up the scenes (e.g., offices,

kitchens, dining rooms).

8.1. Method

8.1.1. Participants
Forty-five undergraduate students at Rutgers University participated in exchange for

either course credit or monetary compensation of $10. Participants were assigned to one

of three conditions: (a) verbatim condition where they were instructed to respond to old

items (n = 16), (b) gist condition where they were instructed to respond to related new

items (n = 15), or (c) verbatim + gist condition where they were instructed to respond to

old items and related new items (n = 14).

8.1.2. Materials
To create the study stimuli, we used five images of scenes (kitchen, dining room,

office, hotel room and urban scene) created by Hemmer, Persaud, Venaglia, and DeAnge-

lis (2014) (see Fig. 3). In these images, objects from natural scenes (see Hemmer & Stey-

vers, 2009) were cropped from the original scene using Paint and Photoshop and then

placed on a white background. If an object could not be clearly cropped out of an image,

Dining

Office

KitchenLiving room

Urban

Fig. 3. The five study scenes with objects placed on a white background and the spatial relationship among

objects preserved.
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Google Images was used to find an object that closely matched the original scene. Exten-

sive measures were taken to ensure that the white background scenes matched the origi-

nal scene as closely as possible, which included making the most salient objects in the

original scene the most salient object in the white background scene, matching up the

sizes of the objects, making the objects as clear as possible, and matching up the colors

and angles of the objects as closely as possible. A ratings panel of three students was

employed to measure agreement of the Google items to the original items (across all

images raters agreed 97%).

To create the test stimuli for the three conditions, we used the individual objects from

the study image for the old items. Related new items were created by selecting images of

objects via Google Images that were associated with a scene type, but not in the specific

scene (see Fig. 4 for examples). The possible objects were based on scene expectation

norms collected by Hemmer and Steyvers (2009), where participants named objects they

expected to find in a given scene type. Unrelated new items were created by selecting

Old

Related New

Unrelated New

Fig. 4. Test stimuli for the dining scene. The top object is an example of an old item object that was present

in the study scene. The middle objects are examples of related new items that are associated with the scene

type—a dining room—but were not present in the study scene. The bottom objects are examples of unrelated

new items that were not associated with the scene type or present in the study scene.
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images of objects via Google Images not associated with the scene type (see Fig. 4 for

examples). A ratings panel of three students was employed to measure agreement of the

Google items to the original items (across all item types raters agreed 97%).

8.1.3. Procedure
At study, a scene image was presented at the center of the computer screen for 10 s.

Each study phase was immediately followed by a simple “find five mistakes” picture dis-

tracter task lasting 1 min. The distractor task was immediately followed by a yes/no sin-

gle item recognition memory test for the just studied scene. For the test stimuli, 14 study

items were selected at random from the study image. These 14 old items were combined

with 14 new items (7 related and 7 unrelated) that had not been previously studied. At

test, participants were presented with one object at a time, at the center of the screen, and

asked if the object was in the scene presented in the preceding study trial. Participants

responded by clicking on boxes (labeled yes or no) presented on the computer screen.

Responses were self-paced. The test phase consisted of a total of 28 trials per study scene

and a total of 140 test trials across the five scenes. Participants were given clear verbal

instructions. The five study images were presented in random order, as were the test trials

for each study phase. Please note that the data are available in the online supplementary

material.

8.2. Behavioral results

We first calculated acceptance rates for each of the three item types and three instruc-

tion types, collapsing across the five scene types. To test for the presence of the episodic

over-distribution effect, we assumed that pr(xV) and pr(xG) for probes x 2 {O, R, U}
are normally distributed, and conducted three independent samples t tests comparing

mean (pr(xV)) + mean(pr(xG)) with mean(pr(xVG)), one for old items, one for related

new items, and one for unrelated new items. See Table 1 for means for each instruction

condition and item type. There was a significant over-distribution effect for old items: t
(43) = 5.25, p < 0.001, related new items: t(43) = 3.64, p < 0.001, and unrelated new

items: t(43) = 2.53, p < 0.015. We also calculated the Bayes factor for each comparison

to provide additional support for the presence of the effect: old items: BF10 = 3206.97,

related new items: BF10 = 39.87, and unrelated new items: BF10 = 3.60 (Rouder, Speck-

man, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009).5

8.3. Modeling results

We fit the GQEM and OD models to the data using hierarchical Bayesian parameter

estimation. We chose not to fit the QEM model because of its qualitatively incorrect pre-

dictions outlined in the section “Predictions of QEM” Instead, we view GQEM as an

extension of this model that can account for both the over-distribution and the subadditiv-

ity effects. The item-memory paradigm typically uses a between-subjects design (as

in the present experiment), thus making it impossible to analyze the episodic
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over-distribution effect on an individual level. As a result, previous analyses of the item-

memory version have relied on fitting models to group level data (Brainerd et al., 1999;

Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012). Hierarchical Bayesian methods use both group level and

individual data for model fitting. Thus, models are fit to all of the data rather than simply

group averages. This provides a more complete analysis of models, which is important

for rigorous model comparisons.

8.3.1. Parameter estimation for the GQEM model
A graphical model illustration of the hierarchical structure for the GQEM model is

provided in Fig. 5 (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2013). For verbatim instructions, the number of

σψ σGμG

μψx

θψx,i θψx,i θψx,iθxG,i θxG,i

pxV,i pxG,i pxV G,i

yxV,i yxG,i yxV G,i

LxV,i LxG,i LxV G,i

x = O, R, U

i = 1, . . . , NV i = 1, . . . , NG i = 1, . . . , NV G

yxV,i ∼ Binomial pxV,i, LxV,i

yxG,i ∼ Binomial pxG,i, LxG,i

yxV G,i ∼ Binomial pxV G,i, LxV G,i

pxV,i = GQEM θψx,i

pxG,i = GQEM θψx,i, θxG,i

pxV G,i = GQEM θψx,i, θxG,i

θψx,i ∼ Normal μψx , σ2
ψ

θxG,i ∼ Normal μG, σ2
G

μψx ∼ Uniform 0, π
2

μxG ∼ Uniform 0, π
2

σψ ∼ Uniform 0, π
6

σG ∼ Uniform 0, π
6

Fig. 5. Hierarchical Bayesian formulation of the GQEM model. Circular nodes indicate continuous values,

square nodes indicate discrete values, shaded nodes correspond to known values, unshaded nodes represent

unknown values, and double-bordered nodes represent deterministic variables. The bounding rectangles are

called plates and are used to enclose independent replications of a graphical structure. There is one large

plate representing replications for the three types of items (O, R, and U). The three smaller plates represent

replications for different individuals in different instruction conditions (verbatim, gist, and verbatim + gist).

The nodes labeled lΨx, rΨ, lG, and rG are the hyperparameters. Individual parameters hwx,i and hxG,i are
drawn from normal distributions defined by the hyperparameters. The probability of saying “yes” to an item

(e.g., pxV,i) is derived from the GQEM model (e.g., pxV;i ¼ GQEMðhwx;iÞ).
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times an individual i says “yes” to an item x 2 {O, R, U} is given by yxV,i. This number

is assumed to follow a binomial distribution with parameters pxV,i and LxV,i. The first

parameter pxV,i is the probability of saying “yes” derived from the GQEM model. The

second parameter LxV,i is the total number of items x 2 {O, R, U} on the test list. Similar

parameters are used for the gist condition and verbatim + gist condition.

A hierarchical model defines two types of parameters—hyperparameters that capture

population level information and person-specific parameters that capture individual differ-

ences. The person-specific parameters hwx,i and hxG,i are the angles associated with the

memory state and the gist subspace. These parameters are drawn from normal distribu-

tions defined by the hyperparameters lΨx, rΨ, lG, and rG. The priors for the hyperpa-

rameters follow uniform distributions as shown in Fig. 5. These priors are considered

vague and provide low certainty about the value of the hyperparameters. The person-

specific parameters are used to determine an individual’s probability of saying “yes” to

an item and are calculated using the GQEM model. There are a total of 6 hyperparame-

ters and 222 person-specific parameters.

Three MCMC chains were used to estimate the posterior distributions for the parame-

ters using JAGS (Plummer, 2003). There were 5,000 samples in the burn-in and 50,000

samples were recorded for each chain. For the model comparison, we calculated the

deviance information criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & van der Linde, 2002)

in JAGS (i.e., Plummer’s version of the DIC). This measure is a generalization of the

AIC for hierarchical models, which penalizes a model for poor fit and a large number of

parameters. Fit is evaluated by the statistic �D, where larger values indicate worse fits.

The effective number of parameters of the model is described by pD, where larger values

correspond to a larger number of parameters. The DIC is calculated as pD + �D. Models

with smaller DIC values are preferred to those with larger values. Estimates of the DIC

depend directly on the MCMC chain data and thus can vary from one instantiation of the

model to another. As such, we report the average DIC from 10 runs of the model. Chain

convergence for each run of the model was assessed using the R̂ statistic, which is similar

to the F statistic. Specifically, if R̂ is large, then the between-chain variance is larger than

the within-chain variance. A R̂ value close to 1 is ideal and values lower than 1.1 are

considered satisfactory (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2013). For all 10 instantiations of the

model, the R̂ values were less than 1.1. The average DIC was 606.95 with an average �D
of 550.38 and an average pD of 56.57.

The DIC is useful for model comparisons; however, it does not provide much informa-

tion on how well a model describes the data. The model with the lowest DIC could still

provide a terrible fit to observed data. To examine whether the GQEM model actually fits

the observed data, we plotted the posterior distributions for the probabilities derived from

one run of the model against the data in Fig. 6. The figure shows individual responses (in

red) for all nine conditions (3 item types 9 3 instructions) plotted against the posterior

distributions for the probabilities from the GQEM model (e.g., pxV,i). The size of the

squares is proportional to the posterior mass. The majority of individual responses fall

within the area of the posterior distributions with the greatest mass, indicating that the

model provides a good fit to the data. For this run of the model, the posterior means of
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the hyperparameters were the following (in degrees): lΨO = 39.38, lΨR = 52.01,

lΨU = 87.89, and lG = 5.51. The predictions from the model for each item type and

instruction condition are given in the first three columns of Table 2.
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Fig. 6. The posterior distributions for the probabilities derived from the GQEM model plotted against the

data from the item-memory natural scenes task. The red points are the proportion of “yes” responses for dif-

ferent items (columns) and different instructions (rows) for each participant. The black squares show the pos-

terior mass for the probabilities pxV, pxG, and pxVG (in different rows) for each individual. In each plot,

participants are ordered with respect to their responses.
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8.3.2. Parameter estimation for the OD model
A graphical model illustration of the OD model is provided in Fig. 7. Similar to the

GQEM model, the number of times an individual i says “yes” to an item x 2 {O, R, U}
under instructions z 2 {V, G, VG} is given by yxz,i. This number is assumed to follow a

binomial distribution with parameters pxz,i and Lxz,i. The first parameter pxz,i is the

Table 2

Predictions for the over-distribution effect and subadditivity from the GQEM model for the item-memory

experiment

Item Verbatim (V) Gist (G) VG Unrelated New (N) Sum (V + G + N)

Old (O) 0.64 0.49 0.80 0.44 1.57

Related new (R) 0.32 0.56 0.59 0.58 1.46

Unrelated new (U) 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.81 0.88

μOV κOV μOG κOG μRV κRV μRP κRP μRG κRG

μBz κBz

wOV,i wOG,i Bz,i wRV,i wRP,i wRG,i

pOz,i pUz,i pRz,i

yOz,i yUz,i yRz,i

LOz,i LUz,i LRz,i

z = V, G, V G

i = 1, . . . , Nz

yOz,i ∼ Binomial pOz,i, LOz,i

yRz,i ∼ Binomial pRz,i, LRz,i

yUz,i ∼ Binomial pUz,i, LUz,i

pOz,i = OD wOV,i, wOG,i, Bz,i

pRz,i = OD wRV,i, wRP,i, wRG,i, Bz,i

pUz,i = Bz,i

wOV,i ∼ Beta αOV , βOV

wOG,i ∼ Beta αOG, βOG

wRV,i ∼ Beta αRV , βRV

wRP,i ∼ Beta αRP , βRP

wRG,i ∼ Beta αRG, βRG

Bz,i ∼ Beta αBz, βBz

αx = μx · κx

βx = (1 − μx) · κx

μx ∼ Beta 2, 2

κx ∼ Gamma .001, .001

Fig. 7. Hierarchical Bayesian formulation of the OD model. There is one large plate representing indepen-

dent replications for the three types of instructions (V, G, and VG). The smaller plate represents replications

for different individuals. The nodes labeled lx and jx for x 2 {OV, OG, RV, RP, RG} are the hyperparame-

ters. Individual parameters such as wOV,i and wOG,i are drawn from beta distributions defined by the

hyperparameters. The probability of saying “yes” to an item (e.g., pOV,i) is derived from the OD model (e.g.,

pOV,i = OD(wOV,i, wOG,i, Bz)).
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probability of saying “yes” derived from the OD model. The second parameter Lxz,i is the

total number of items x 2 {T, R, U} on the test list.

The person-specific parameters wx,i for x 2 {OV, OG, RV, RP, RG} are the probabili-

ties associated with different memory states in the OD model. The parameters Bz,i for z 2
{V, G, VG} are the individual bias parameters in the model. All of the person-specific

parameters are drawn from beta distributions defined by the hyperparameters lx and jx
for x 2 {OV, OG, RV, RP, RG} and lBz and jBz for z 2 {V, G, VG}. The priors for lx
and lBz follow beta distributions with both shape parameters equal to 2. This type of

prior is considered vague and provides low certainty about the values of lx and lBz. It
also slightly favors the value 0.5. The priors for jx and jBz follow gamma distributions

with shape and rate parameters equal to 0.001. This is also a vague prior and is com-

monly used on precision parameters because it is invariant to changes in the measurement

scale (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2013). There are a total of 16 hyperparameters and 270 per-

son-specific parameters.

Three MCMC chains were used to estimate the posterior distributions for the parame-

ters using JAGS. There were 5,000 samples in the burn-in and 50,000 samples were

recorded for each chain. Similar to the GQEM model, we ran the OD model 10 times to

calculate a DIC value. For all 10 instantiations of the model, all of the parameters had R̂
values less than 1.1. The average DIC for the OD model was 623.67 with an average �D
of 559.07 and an average pD of 64.59. We also plotted the posterior distributions for the

probabilities derived from one instantiation of the OD model against the data in Fig. 8.

For this run of the model, the posterior means of the hyperparameters lx for x 2{OV,
OG, RV, RP, RG} were the following: lOV = 0.27, lOG = 0.61, lRV = 0.33, lRP = 0.15,

and lRG = 0.34.

8.3.3. Modeling conclusions
The difference in DIC values between the OD and GQEM models is 16.72, suggesting

that the GQEM model is preferred. (Differences in DIC values of more than 10 are con-

sidered substantial evidence in favor of the model with the smaller DIC.) Previous com-

parisons between quantum models and the OD model favored the OD model (Brainerd

et al., 2013; Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012). These results provide the first evidence in favor

of a quantum model over the OD model.

9. Kellen et al. (2014) source-memory experiment

Using data from experiment 1 in Kellen et al. (2014), we compared the GQEM and

OD models for the over-distribution effect in source memory. In their experiment, 32 par-

ticipants completed a source-memory task with two study lists. Each study list contained

90 words with items from List 1 presented in red on the left side of the computer screen

and items from List 2 presented in blue on the right side of the screen. After the study

phase, participants were tested on 270 items, which included old items from Lists 1 and

2 as well as unrelated new items. Participants were told that one third of the test items
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would be from List 1, one third of the test items would be from List 2, and one third of

the test items would be new. During test, there were three within-subject instruction con-

ditions: (a) respond to L1 items, (b) respond to L2 items, and (c) respond to old items
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Fig. 8. The posterior distributions for the probabilities derived from the OD model plotted against the data

from the item-memory natural scenes task. The red points are the proportion of “yes” responses for different

items (columns) and different instructions (rows) for each participant. The black squares show the posterior

mass for the probabilities pxV, pxG, and pxVG (in different rows) for each individual. In each plot, participants

are ordered with respect to their responses.
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(from either L1 or L2). Participants received 1 point for correct responses and lost 3

points for incorrect responses. At the end of the study, the participant with the highest

score received a €30 prize. Participants could also skip questions to avoid losing points.

No feedback was given throughout the test phase. The results of the experiment showed

significant over-distribution effects for L1, L2, and new items (see Table 3).

9.1. Modeling results

We fit the GQEM and OD models to the data using hierarchical Bayesian parameter

estimation similar to the item-memory experiment discussed previously. The graphical

model representations for both models are very similar to the item-memory versions, and

are thus not shown.

9.1.1. Parameter estimation for the GQEM model
For the source-memory task, we define hyperparameters lΨx and rΨ for the memory

state associated with items x 2 {O1, O2, U} and hyperparameters lV2, and rV2 for the

verbatim subspace for L2. The person-specific parameters are drawn from normal distribu-

tions defined by these hyperparameters similar to the item-memory version of the model.

The priors of the hyperparameters follow uniform distributions as before.

Three MCMC chains were used to estimate the posterior distributions for the parame-

ters using JAGS. There were 5,000 samples in the burn-in and 50,000 samples were

recorded for each chain.6 Similar to before, we ran the GQEM model 10 times to calcu-

late a DIC value. For all 10 instantiations of the model, all of the parameters had R̂ val-

ues less than 1.1. The average DIC for the GQEM model was 1,375.36 with an average
�D of 1,271.12 and an average pD of 104.24. We also plotted the posterior distributions

for the probabilities derived from one instantiation of the model against the data in

Fig. 9. For this run of the model, the posterior means of the hyperparameters were the

following (in degrees): lΨO1 = 42.81, lΨO2 = 43.93, lΨU = 67.13, and lV2 = 0.42. The

predictions from the model for each item type and instruction condition are given in the

first three columns of Table 4.

9.1.2. Parameter estimation for the OD model
Similar to the item-memory version, the person-specific parameters are drawn from

beta distributions defined by the hyperparameters lx and jx for x 2{O1V, O1P, O1G,

O2V, O2P, O2G} and lBz and jBz for z 2 {L1, L2, L12}. The priors for lx and lBz follow

Table 3

Means and standard deviations for the source-memory experiment

Item List 1 (L1) List 2 (L2) L12

Old 1 (O1) 0.50 (0.17) 0.45 (0.16) 0.65 (0.16)

Old 2 (O2) 0.38 (0.19) 0.55 (0.17) 0.64 (0.18)

Unrelated new (U) 0.15 (0.13) 0.21 (0.18) 0.19 (0.13)
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beta distributions with both shape parameters equal to 2. The priors for jx and jBz follow
gamma distributions with shape and rate parameters equal to 0.001.

Three MCMC chains were used to estimate the posterior distributions for the parame-

ters using JAGS. There were 5,000 samples in the burn-in and 50,000 samples were
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Fig. 9. The posterior distributions for the probabilities derived from the GQEM model plotted against the

source-memory data from Kellen et al. (2014). The red points are the proportion of “yes” responses for dif-

ferent items (columns) and different instructions (rows) for each participant. In each plot, participants are

ordered with respect to their responses.
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recorded for each chain. Similar to before, we ran the OD model 10 times to calculate a

DIC value. For all 10 instantiations of the model, all of the parameters had R̂ values less

than 1.1. The average DIC for the OD model was 1,369.21 with an average �D of

1,274.68 and an average pD of 94.53. We also plotted the posterior distributions for the

probabilities derived from one instantiation of the model against the data in Fig. 10. For

this run of the model, the posterior means of the hyperparameters lx for x 2 {O1V, O1P,

O1G, O2V, O2P, O2G} were the following: lO1V = 0.22, lO1P = 0.19, lO1G = 0.34,

lO2V = 0.25, lO2P = 0.15, lO2G = 0.31.

9.1.3. Modeling conclusions
The difference in DIC values between the OD and GQEM models is �6.15, suggesting

that the OD model is slightly preferred. Even though the OD model is preferred in this

comparison, the GQEM model fits the data equally well as the OD model, as seen by �D
and the fits shown in Fig 9 and 10. The difference in DIC values between the OD and

GQEM models arises from differences in pD. Also, note that the difference in DIC values

is quite small; thus, preference for the OD model in this experiment is not very strong.

10. Subadditivity in item and source memory

Subadditivity occurs when the probability of accepting an item under mutually exclu-

sive and exhaustive instruction conditions sums to a number >1. In the item-memory task,

this happens when pr(xV) + pr(xG) + pr(xN) > 1 for an item x 2 {O, R, U}. Similarly,

in the source-memory task, this occurs when pr(xL1) + pr(xL2) + pr(xN) > 1 for an item

x 2 {O1, O2, U}. To demonstrate that the GQEM model can account for subadditivity,

we ran simulations of the model using the best fit parameters from the item and source-

memory experiments described above. Note that the OD model cannot account for subad-

ditivity because it has no mechanism for determining the probability of accepting items

under unrelated new instructions.

10.1. Item memory

In fitting the item-memory experiment, we obtained estimates for pr(xV) and pr(xG) for
x 2 {O, R, U}. However, we did not obtain estimates for pr(xN) because participants were

Table 4

Predictions for the over-distribution effect and subadditivity from the GQEM model for the source-memory

experiment

Item List 1 (L1) List 2 (L2) L12 Unrelated New (N) Sum (L1 + L2 + N)

Old 1 (O1) 0.51 0.47 0.63 0.48 1.46

Old 2 (O2) 0.41 0.54 0.62 0.48 1.43

Unrelated new (U) 0.15 0.20 0.19 0.72 1.07
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never asked to accept unrelated new items. As such, we generated new predictions from

the GQEM model for this question for each item type. In the parameterization of the

GQEM model, we fixed the V basis (i.e., {|Vi, jVi?}) to the standard basis for R2 and

defined the N basis in relation to it using the parameter hN. It is reasonable to assume that

verbatim and unrelated new features are quite different. In particular, one might think that
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Fig. 10. The posterior distributions for the probabilities derived from the OD model plotted against the

source-memory data from Kellen et al. (2014). The red points are the proportion of “yes” responses for dif-

ferent items (columns) and different instructions (rows) for each participant. In each plot, participants are

ordered with respect to their responses.
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unrelated new features are similar to the absence of verbatim features, which is repre-

sented in the GQEM model as the ray jVi? = [0,1]T (see Fig. 2). As such, we restricted

hN to the interval p
4
; 3p
4

� �
and examined predictions of the model for this range of parameter

values. We defined a fine grid over the interval and calculated pr(xN) for 100 different val-

ues of hN. In these calculations, we used the mean of the hyperparameters lΨx as estimates

of the location of the memory state |wxi for x 2 {O, R, U}. The predicted value of pr(xN)
averaged across all 100 values of hN is reported in Table 2 along with pr(xV) and pr(xG)
estimated from the item-memory experiment as well as the sum of all three questions, pr

(xV) + pr(xG) + pr(xN). The GQEM model predicts subadditivity for old and related new

items as seen by the last column in Table 2. Subadditivity was not predicted for unrelated

new items. This is in part due to the small probabilities pr(UV) and pr(UG) found in the

item-memory experiment (see the bottom row of Table 1). Brainerd et al. (2015) found

the degree of subadditivity for their item-memory task ranged from 1.11 to 1.42. The pre-

dictions from the GQEM model are similar, but slightly higher for old and related new

items. This difference might be due to differences in the task itself. The Brainerd et al.

(2015) experiment used lists of words rather than images of natural scenes.

10.2. Source memory

In fitting the Kellen et al. (2014) source-memory experiment, we obtained estimates

for pr(xL1) and pr(xL2) for x 2 {O1, O2, U}. However, similar to the item-memory exper-

iment, we did not obtain estimates for pr(xN) because participants were never asked to

accept unrelated new items. As such, we generated new predictions from the GQEM

model for this question for each item type. In the parameterization of the GQEM model,

we fixed the V1 basis (i.e., {|V1i, jV1i?}) to the standard basis for R2 and defined the N
basis in relation to it using the parameter hN. Similar to the item-memory version, we

restricted hN to the interval p
4
; 3p
4

� �
and examined predictions of the model for this range

of parameter values. We defined a fine grid over the interval and calculated pr(xN) for

100 different values of hN. In these calculations, we used the mean of the hyperparame-

ters lΨx as estimates of the location of the memory state |wxi for x 2 {O1, O2, U}. The
predicted value of pr(xN) averaged across all 100 values of hN is reported in Table 4

along with pr(x L1) and pr(x L2) estimated from the source-memory experiment as well

as the sum of all three questions, pr(xL1) + pr(xL2) + pr(xN). The GQEM model predicts

subadditivity for all three item types as seen by the last column in Table 2. Brainerd

et al. (2015) found the degree of subadditivity for their source-memory task ranged from

1.07 to 1.54. The predictions from the GQEM model fall within a similar range.

11. General discussion

The episodic over-distribution effect and subadditivity are illustrations of how retrieval

context can influence memory. For the over-distribution effect, the probability of saying

“yes” to the verbatim + gist question does not add up to the probability of saying “yes”
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to these questions in isolation, thus producing a violation of the basic OR rule. Brainerd

et al. (1999) proposed the OD model as a possible explanation of this phenomenon. To

date, this model has been very successful in accounting for the effect. It has yielded good

fits to a wide range of data for both the item-memory and source-memory versions of the

effects (Brainerd & Reyna, 2008; Brainerd et al., 1999, 2013). Two of the strengths of

the OD model are its theoretical specificity and mathematical simplicity. The OD model

is based on the idea that individuals store two types of episodic traces, verbatim and gist,

in parallel during the study phase of a memory task. The model is also mathematically

tractable and can be easily fit to data.

While the OD model has several strengths, one drawback concerns its explanation of

the over-distribution effect for unrelated new items. The model accounts for this effect

using the bias parameters (e.g., BV, BG, and BVG for the item-memory task), which are

defined as the probability of accepting unrelated new items under each type of instruction.

In order to produce the effect, one must have BV + BG > BVG. However, it is not immedi-

ately clear why response bias should be greater for the separate verbatim and gist condi-

tions as compared to the combined verbatim + gist condition. While the effect is often

smaller for unrelated new items as compared to other item types, four out of the six studies

reported in Brainerd et al. (1999) showed the presence of the effect. The natural scenes

item-memory experiment presented in this paper also demonstrates a significant effect for

unrelated new items. Similarly, Kellen et al. (2014) found a significant effect for new

items in their source-memory experiments. For the item-memory task, the OD model also

predicts that, after adjusting for response bias, the probability of accepting old items under

verbatim instructions is the same as the probability of accepting old items under verba-

tim + gist instructions. That is, if BV = BVG, then pr(OV) = pr(OVG) as described in

Eqs. 7 and 9. Thus, the bias parameters are doing a large portion of the work in this

model. The OD model is also silent when it comes to subadditivity. The OD model has no

mechanism for determining the probability of accepting items under unrelated new instruc-

tions, pr(xN). Thus, the model cannot make predictions regarding subadditivity.

Models based on quantum probability theory provide an alternative to the OD model.

In these models, an individual’s memory is represented as a state vector in a vector

space, and probabilities are calculated by projecting the state onto different subspaces. To

date, there have been several different quantum models proposed for the episodic over-

distribution effect (Brainerd et al., 2015, 2013; Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012; Busemeyer &

Trueblood, 2010). These models make different assumptions about the relationship

between features. The QEM model (Brainerd et al., 2013, 2015) assumes a compatible

relationship between features; however, the GQEM model allows for features to be

incompatible. An incompatible representation implies that different features are processed

sequentially and can interfere with one another. The interference caused by the sequential

processing of features is the key to producing the episodic over-distribution effect in the

GQEM model. For example, in the item-memory task, when individuals are asked to

respond to items under the disjunction question, they first query the gist features because

these features are typically processed quickly (Brainerd et al., 1999). If this fails to pro-

duce a positive response, the verbatim features are queried. The probability of accepting
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an item is given by the probability that an individual accepts the gist plus the probability

that the gist is not accepted, but the person then accepts the verbatim. The idea that gist

features are processed more quickly than verbatim features can be related to mechanisms

in memory models such as REM (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). For example, the quick pro-

cessing of gist features could potentially be linked to feature sampling in REM where a

gist representation is developed first by a small number of samples but becomes more

detailed and “verbatim” as more features are sampled. Future work could more closely

examine the relationships between GQEM and models such as REM, as well as dynamic

memory models such as the one proposed by Cox and Shiffrin (2012) where recognition

decisions are based on changing familiarity over time.

Future work could also further investigate the processing order assumptions in the

GQEM model. For example, it might be possible to direct people to process one type of

information first (e.g., verbatim information in the item-memory version or a specific list in

the source-memory version). Also, if incompatibility is related to feature-based attention,

then we might expect more “quantum-like” effects in domains with highly discriminable

objects as compared to domains with more confusable objects. Future work could examine

these hypotheses in detail. In general, incompatibility is a powerful feature of quantum

probability theory and has been used in other quantum models to account for conjunction

and disjunction fallacies (Busemeyer et al., 2011), order effects (Trueblood & Busemeyer,

2011; Wang & Busemeyer, 2013), and similarity judgments (Pothos et al., 2013).

In sum, we compared the GQEM and OD models using hierarchical Bayesian methods.

The GQEM model was strongly preferred to the OD model for the item-memory experi-

ment. However, the OD model was slightly preferred to the GQEM model for the Kellen

et al. (2014) source-memory experiment. Even though the OD model was preferred for

this experiment, the GQEM model provided an equivalent fit to the data. Further, the

GQEM model can account for subadditivity; however, the OD model is silent since the

probability of accepting unrelated new items is undefined. In sum, the GQEM model pro-

vides a comprehensive account of how retrieval context influences memory in both item

and source-memory tasks.
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Notes

1. The term subadditivity might appear confusing, but we use it for historical reasons.

2. Techincally, events in quantum probability theory are subspaces of a Hilbert space.

For the present work, we use all real vector spaces.
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3. We use Dirac notation to describe vectors where jvi represents a column vector and

hv| is the conjugate transpose of this vector (i.e., the corresponding row vector).

4. See Busemeyer and Bruza (2012) for an example of a quantum model that uses a

four-dimensional complex vector space.

5. We used the scaled JZS Bayes factor.

6. Note that unlike the item-memory version, the chains were thinned to only save the

fifth iteration to reduce the autocorrelation.
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